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CHAPTER  I
THE  PROBREM ARE  DEFINITIors   OF  TErmas  usm
There has  been,  during the  last few years,  an in-
creasing awareness  of  the  ixporfeance  of attitudes  as  they
affect  the child and his  ability to  learn.    The  educator
has  come  more  and  more to  realize  that  attitudes  play  a
vital part  in this  total learning process.    Therefore,  if
the  school is to  accept  the responsibility for teaching the
whole  child,  there would  appear to be  a  need for the  study
of attitudes and their relationship  to leaning.    The grow-
ing  demands  on the  administrator have  created additional
problens  in the  area  Of  the  teaching principal.    Attitudes
conducive  to  a  wholesome  co-operation  and  acceptance  of
responsibility  have  clown the  need for a better understand-
ing of  and the work with attitudes.
I.     THE,  PR0BRE"
Statement e£ ±E± ±±g±±±E.    The purpose  of this  study
was to attexpt t;  ;;se;a  whether the  attitudes  Of  eighth
grade  students  over a period of  eight years  affected their
behavior and leaning  in  school.    Answers  to  questions  con-
cerming attitudes  were  to be  evaluated in terms  of  student
self-reports.    Qiiestions  relating to  the problem Of  investi-
gation were  concerned with  tl)  whether the attitudes  affected
2
the  behavior and  learning of the  students;   (2)  whether they
believe  that  negative  attitudes  were  changed toward  the
positive;   (3)  whether the  attitudes  changed  so  that  each
child  benefitted;  and  (4)  whether the  work with  attitudes
was  of value  to the  teaching principal.
Sigzlificapee  g£ ±E± g=g±±±g.    The  development  of
I.-,.,,,,I,I,,,-,J-,,
character along with a  desir.e  for knowledge is  a prerequisite
for  each individual who  could mature  to  the  fullest  e3rfeent.
Attitudes  nactually are  a part  of  an  individualls  olm per-
sonalityw,  as  the  Orows  have  observed.1    They  ar.e  br.oader
in  scope  and more  passive  in nature  than are  inter`ests.
They  are  set  responses,  but more or less  persistent  sets
to  respond  in given ways to objects  or  situations.    There-
fore,  the  concept  of attitudes would  relate the individual
to  aLny  aapect  of  his  environmerit  which  has  values  for  him,
values  either positive  or negative.2
in the  teaching program which preceded the  study  an
attempt was  maLde  to  give  value  to  situations  such  as  the
relegating  of  responsibility  to pupils,  discussion of personal
.,,
(AVowyorkL¥szinD#ro#£ngog#,cI9¥L§,:±:;B:±±g8:±L:evchoiogr
2Harl  C.  Gandson  and  J.  Stanley  Gray,  Educational
L6g:W York:    APpleton-Century--Crofb6, ,mcoxporated,
cholo
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problems  of  pupils,  school-wide  policies  considered with
the  pupils,  and participation in  self-discipline.    These
would  call for  definite  responses  over a period  of  time,
increasing  desirable  sets  or  changing undesirable  and  nega-
tive  sets.    Emphasis was placed  upon leaning within all
areas,  for it was felt that  if  attitudes  could  be  assessed
aLnd  guided  in the  posicive  direction,  each  child would
pr.ogress  more  rapidly.    The  acceptance  of  each  student  by
his  peers  and  contemporaLries was  constantly  kept  in mind.
®onsequently  observations,  consultations,  individual  and
group  discussions were  aimed  toward the  creation  of  con-
fidence in the positive  attitude for  self-improvement.
Assumptions. ±p§  limitations.    This  study was under-
taken  in two  small  elementaLry  schools  in Wilkes  County,
»orth  CaLrolina.     in  general  the  communities  seemed  to  take
little interest  in the  scbools or their programs.    At the
first  school there was  a  brick veneer building with no
central  heating  system,  marked  walls,  tol`n up  books,  and
a general  disregard for property.
in  the  second  school where  the  study  was  continued
for the  past  four years,  the  corminity was  general]]r  opposed
to  the  school  as  it  existed.    As  a  result  of  such  opposition
the  children were  being taken out  during the year and often
seat  to  a  school in  a neighboring  county.    The  children
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showed  little pride in  their school  as  a place  of  education.
It  became the  purpose  of the  teaching principal in
each  instance  to  find ways  to  improve  the  schools;  the  ideal
which was  stressed  was  that  a  change  in attitudes  could
create `schools wherein the  children would have  pride.    There
was  also a  further belief that  this pride and the  attitudes
of  the  children would  reflect  themselves  in  the  comznunity,
and  leaning  could  become  a  pleasure  by  creating a  desire
im each individual  to  know.
Through  the  co-operabiom of  the  County  Superinten-
dent,  the  local  committee  of  each  school,  the  principal  and
the  teachers,  plans were  worked  out  to  improve  the  curriculum
and  the  physical  plant.    Of most  importance,  however,  was  the
decision to  incltrde  the  children and  their  ideas  in  each  step.
Each  child  was  to  be  guided  through  the  appraisal  of  his
attitudes.    An  effort  was  to be  made  to  find what  effect
the  change  in  attitudes  could  have  on students  in the two
schools  and  on  the  cozrmunities.
It  was  assumed that  each  individual  connected with
the  school,  and  paLrticularly  each  eighth grade  child,  wished
to  grow  completely  and that  he wanted  a  school  to  which  he
could  point with  pride.    It was  assumed  that  each pupil,  to
his  capacity,  would like  to  learn  if  the  learning were made
practical and interesting.    It was further assumed that  the
5
administraLtive problen  of  student  discipline  would  be  Of
less  consequence  if  the  eighth  grade  pupils  could  assume
the  responsibilities  of their seniority.
OnL the  other  hand,  limitations  because  of  background,
mentality,  and  the  prevailing  negative  attitudes were  recog-
nized,  but  these  limitations were felt to  be  of minor impor-
tance.    msofar as  assessing attitudes  aLnd helping  students
to  incorporate  new attitudes  in the  individual  child there
were  no  limitations  except  as  some  child  might  refuse  to
accept  the  thesis.
11.    DEFIItlTIOHs  cF  "mas  USED
4P_P=_F=a__i.a_±±.     As  used  herein,  this  term  ixplies  the
seeking  out,  looking for,  and  striving to  understand  specific
attitudes,
Attitudes.    Attitudes are  defined as  those predis-
positions  to  act  im certain ways  because  of  a  state  of  mind,
and  gr.owing  out  of  experience,  background,  and  social  re-
lationships.    As  defined  by  Crow and  Crow they  tlactually
az.e  a palt  of an individualls  ohm personality  but  are  affected
by  the attitudes  and behavior  of  the  group  or groups  with
which  he  associates.tl3
_.__  ..===    _.____    _     -
3Crow,  9E.  ±.,  p.  240.
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Guidance.    Herle  M.  Ohlsen has  defined  guidance  as
lla  co-operative  entexprise  in which  many  people,  wor`king  to-
gether,  organize  their haowledge  to  contribute  to  the  solution
of  a  studentls  problems  and the  development  of his  potential-
ities."4
Negative  attitudes.    For  the purpose  of this  study,
negative  attitudes were  considered  as  those which would  tend
to  create  im the  child  an  umTillingness  to  cooperate  or
which would  retard his  growth  intellectual]jr  or  socially.
Positive  attitudes.    Such  attitudes  are those othich+  _ i   _   _ I -= I I I = _  - _ - *_i
were  seen  as  beneficial to  the  individual,  for  they were
seen to lead to maturity  in all fields  of  growth  and  social
adjnstment.    These  would be  a  result  Of  guidance  as  defined
by  Ohlsen.
york :    Ha4#::t¥.B¥:enin¥!±±g==;:  as5#::g¥=±g±±2±  {ifew
CHAPTER  H
REvrmT  OF  THE  LITERATURE
Consideration  of  attitudes  has  aissumed an increasing
amount  Of  space in literature,  but  as yet  very  little has
been  done  to  meaLsure  or  pinpoint  any  phase  of  the  subject.
The  importance  of  attitudes in motivation,  in retardation,
in  social  aLcceptance,  aLnd  in moral  and  ethical  values  is
recogniz.ed,  and there  is  a growing  interest  in research  in
all phases  of  their  ramifications.    A brief  summary  Of  the
literature  as it  applied to the problems of this  study will
be  noted.
=±¥e±±:±±±£±ng seiLifee±.    in order to  guide  children
it was  necessary  to  study  attitudes  as  they were  manifested
in various  ways.    As  Rivlin has  pointed  out:
The  teacher  .   .   .  who would  treat  the  child with
fi:!ri!;!ii|¥:¥:;:|!¥:p::!ie¥:ii:!u£I:i:ef:ir:
¥:=g:i:: I :e:::::ug; stht:w:k# : ::: oS:iy:::e: :r::: S '
teacher,  and himself .5
Consequently,  if the  child and his  attitudes were
:o=:c=ng:ryRIg::;1inyREfFr,D.  Applet n-Century  Compa (New  York:
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to  be  iAvestigated,  a  knowledge  of  each  child was  Of  primary
importance.
In  his  book, Educational £SEEfih_O±9gEE,  Stephens  says :
Although  there  is  less  experimental  work  on  the
acquisition  of  attitudes,  it  is more  than probable
that  many  attitudes  are  learned without  any intention
whatever.    Children learn  to  like  dogs  or hate  them,
to  loathe  spinach  or  love  carr.ots without  any  in-
tentio.A on  their part.    It  is also most  probahle that
they  learn  to  suspect  foreigners,  to  hate  people  Of
other.  religions,  or to  love  the
ever intending that  this  should
i:o%:na:3:#ty Without
the  attitudes.    in order to  appraisei=TT---   I =L___ -iL_I --_-_+
the  attitudes,  it  was  necessary  that  each  childls  attitudes
be  understood  insofar  as  it  was  possible.    Attitudes,  as  Trow
has  pointed  out,  Ware  acquired  states  of  reediness  for posi-
tive  or negative  behavior#,  and they  are  mainta.ined  only if  the
attitudes  and the  following responses  to  them  satisfy  the
individual.7
An  attitude  is  not  a  response but  a  more  or  less
::r:i::::Zo::t Eier::E::Sti:faagt::Ed:a:eE:t= #!ect
i::±¥±S:a:rtfe£¥is:P€£±u:ff§±Sh=#?5rorment Whi ch has
York :    H:¥haH¥tut¥:rc8i:P##Sigg±}[S:g±9g±;.£±Z£±±e±gffi£  ( Hew
Houghton7K++ffi8Tfr:;:kayT?°¥35gs:::g=±±£g±Psychologr(Boston:
8Gandson,  2R.  gE.,  p.162.
I-,Try,pr,
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Prow has  further made the point  that  children may
have  attitudes  in favor  of ,  but  do  nothing  about  some  things.
He  listed the  attitudes  toward  cheating,  popularity,  good
scholarship,  other  races,  and  scientific  understanding.9
Once  these  were  seen,  such attitudes  could  be  used for
motivation .
The  character  and  personality  of  each  child  was
carefully  observed in assessment  of his attitudes.    This
was  felt  to  be  of  importance,  for  as  Kelly  observed:
Emotions  also  determine  to  a  large  extent what  the.a±:i:#::u3:st:::#:vl#:::tt:%:I:in:::o:¥?rl£:c:f;::'
fundamental factors  in  character fomation,  which is
i!:ihF:!i;;i;:;!!::i!i;i6i::;i:ig:i::::o!!;i::¥|ii!!;i?::t
Crow,  too,  has noted that  attitudes  actually  are  a
part  of an individualls personality,  but  that  they  aLre
affected  by  the  behavior and  attitudes  of his  group.11
The  result  of understanding the  ixportance  played  by
others  on  the  childls  attitudes,  made  observation  of  each
9Trow,  2E.  g±..  P.109.
wauke e :  i:#:L±ifeAiug£±:H±
Educational  P
aOmpany,   I.¥,O''   PP
LLcrow,  2E.  £±±.,  pp.  240-41.
=5!=;;.
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particular  individLunl  within  the group  a  necessity.    Willie.in
A.  Kelly  commented  that  children
.   .  .  are  developing.attitudes in favor  of  or`against
!!:I:*ii±i:¥:i!!;;¥!!:::i¥!¥:i::;¥;::¥e-
same  energy  as  has  characterized  its  efforts  to  under-
3±a:£±ig:e£:¥810P  the  intelle'ctu.al  and physical  capacities
Francis  J.  Broun,  in  Educational  Sociology,  haLs  made
the  point  that  each  institution  of  which  the  child  is  a part,
has  made  its  contribution  to  his  attitudes.    The famil5r,  the
gang,  the  school,  and  the  church  have  been  responsible  for
accepts.nee  of  behavior  and  attitude.     ''Because  attitudes  are
acquired,  they  cannot  be  studied  except  in  the  light  of  know-
ledge  and understanding  of  the  cultural patternf',  is  the  way
Brown put  it.    He  further.  states  that  the  attitude  of  the
person  toward  himself  is  that  which  he  assumes  to  be  the
attitucl.e  of  others  toward  him.]3
in  order  to  understand  the  attitudes,  it would be
necessary,  according  to  Rivlin,  to  try  to  see the  reasons  in
background  and  environment  for  attitudes,  not  just  to  see  the
annoying  conduct  patterns.    He  werfu  on  to  list  some  of  the
L2Ke||y,  E.  gE.,  P.  532.
L3Francis  J.  Brown,  Educational
Prentice-Hall,  Incorporated,    947  ,  pp.
Sociolo (New  York:
-TT`_uiThr"
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attitudes  thich  a  child might  adopt  as  a  result  of  the  home
environment.    They  are:
Attitude toward  child
Too  indulgent
hack  of  supervision
Too  severe
Atti::::±S:::¥dt:h:a::£8:±a.I Chi ldren
=:E :: £3!:::-:ion
Overanbition
Conditions  in  the  home
hack  of  harmHy
mproper  diet
E8f :f :gg:#¥:i:: ::: :i:;y
Inadequate  opportunities  for  sleep
Broken  home
Immoral  conditions
Alcoholic parents
Fari!Hstatus
onic  poverty
Per.iodic  economic  strain
lfaladjustment  due  to  fore
Temporary  economic  strainfen.born parents
Incomplete  knowledge  of  the  child  and  a  lack  Of  under-
standing  his  attitudes  Thrould have  resulted  had  not  the  home
from which  the  child  came  been visited,  talks  held with  his
parents,  and  the  socio-economic  status  observed.    Through
such visitations  evaluation of the  child  as he  saw himself
came  to  be  meaningful.    As  Fosha.y  and  Wann  observed:
People  are  inveterate`evaluators.    Attitudes  toward
things,  courses  of  action,  people,  and all  the  infinite
:FE:rdi:idE:::i::ear:::::a::n::eofo:::::t:hd::::3::Eon
]haiviin,  9p.  £±±„  pp.  98-lib.
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:i:::::c:°fa9£±°€£e:: =£:::£±:?£3 direct or indirect
Attitudes £9= !ES 899£ 9£ tLES £E±±!.    Those  attitudes
which would make  for  better leaning  and better  social  ad-
justment were  accepted  as  those  as  being  good  for  the  child.
Such  a  theory  was  summed  up  by  Jel'sild  in  this  way:
1that  are  the  ideas  that  we  wish  children not  only  to
coxprehend wi.th  their intellects  but  to  embrace  in their
emotions?    This  raises  further  questions:    1that  are  the
characteristics  of  the  citizen  and of the  society that
education  is  seeking to  help  preserve  or  build?    .  .   .  It
::tfe:e:::PoL::i:::b:B;r:::hc:=Lsh:eg:::3:::ts:Eg:0:£h
:g3:r!:n¥tigso:!e:h:ogE3L#n3c:SEE E3! 3#g 35 :E:
€E:b::¥:e:a€ :dw£¥ cfh:h=: C:::¥e:; ¥:i :3#t::¥: i6and
According  to  Garrison  there  are  three  ways  in which
teachers may  teach  attitudes.    First  of  all,  attitudes  are
taught  through  attitudes  and behavior  of  the  teacher.    This
way  was  found  to  be  of  major  importance  in  this  study.    The
second  way,  a  planned  pr`ogram  of  instruction was  utilized.
The  final  suggestion  by  Garrison was  that  of  teaching  atti-
tudes  as  a  by-product  of  the  total  school  program.L7
8%±¥==¥?:-:-§ife:J#;}¥e¥:I;§k¥et¥e::h¥¥co¥£e£::ociates,
( New Tor::ArE£::a:. ofe;:±#;a€±±±g, B€::=±£e=SE8oifeg8;:E±±::±i:¥a
University,1946),  p.119.
L7Garrison,  2p.  £±±.,  p.166.
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Brown was  found  to  be  in  agreement  with  Jersild,  for
he  says  that  attitudes  ''are  acquired  also  as  aL  result  of
deliberately  planned  education,  from that which  is  pure
propaganda  to  a  carefully  organized  schoolroom  situation.WL8
Arthur  W.  Foshay  and  Kemeth  D.  WaLnn,  in  their  book
Children.s  Social  VaLlues,  state:
Attitudes  are
studied the matteRE±e#c:ffi;;w¥£aEOLpeL¥£e
g:£:gf:'!;:::::3::i::f;1:#!::i:.:i;t::i;yt¥hi;:i::
attitudes  can be  Structured  so  as  to  produce  one
learning rather than  another.
Teachers  have  a
attitudes a.nd_  _ __ _ I
in  every  way
:!?:a:s:::10
5alIe
owerFul  eff ect
66f:j='='-TonF-cEElaE€TnTsasl@iIE
on  childrenls  social
S  ln  SC-tEfruH thalT inat they saw as our
f them,  and  our  activities  on  their behalf ,
effect-on  their  social  behavior  in  school.
ProbaLbly  we  also  have  an  effect  on  their  behavior  out
of  school,  too.19
gbei_nJi qu attitudes, The  change  in negative  atti-
tudes  was  undertaken  by  recognition  of  certain  basic  funda-
mentals.     James  Stroud,  in his  book,  Psycholog±[  ±pEducation
clearly pointed  out  that  aspirations  mist be  kept  within
ability.    If  such  were  the  case,  there  would  be  a  pride  in
meeting  obligations.20
18Broun,  en.  ±.,  p.  528.
]9Foshay,  op.  cit.,  pp.  6-9.
_I
Longman::Ja:::nBin3t5:Esin;g[±gg±S¥Epp¥ E§E=£¥on  ( New York :
u
Realistic  attitudes  tonrard  accomplishment  had  to  be
accepted.    It  was  necessary  to  guide  the  child  in the  develop-
ment  and modificaLtion  of his  attitudes  through  careful appraise.I
of  the  available  information  rather than through  emotional
responses.    This  was  a  concept  held  by  Garrison.21
Further was  the  recognition  of  the  need  to  help
children  see  how they  inght  achieve  satisfaction.    Combs  and
Sny88 in  individual Behavior give  four principles  as major
sources  of  need  satisfaction in  some  kind  of  group  setting.
These  are:
Principle  I--individuals  tend to  seek , adequaey  through
identification  with people  seeking need  satisfaction
in ways  similar to  their  own.
Principle  II--Persons  banded  together  in  groups  for  the
mutual  satisfaction  Of  need  find  their group  purposes
most  effectively  advanced by  the  development  of  group
organization.
Principle  III--People  tend  to  withdraw from groups  whose
approval  they  are  unabile  to  rdn  or  which no  longer
satisfy  need.
Principle  IV--Identification  of an individual with a
group  leads  him  to  adopt  and  defend  the  standaLrds
and  behavior  Of  that  group.22
Continuing,  Wthe  first  step  in achieving  a  field  open
to  change  is  the  feeling that  it is an important,  enhancing,
and  desirable  goal  to  accomplish."23    The  teacher,  within  this
2lGa|.rison,  gp.  g±±.,  pp.162-63.
22Arthur  W.  Combs  and  Donald 'Snygg,
ffi7£9;I.Y°rk:   Haxper & Brothers
23ng.,  p.  352.
Individual ` Be-_ __          __    _    _  -     _
I   C1959,   rev.   ed.
_   .,.i---TH
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fra]nework  found  the  necessity  for helping  each  child  to  com-
prehend  the  worthwhileness  of  the  goal.
Positive  approaches were,  in  so  far  as  possible  and
practical,  always  utilized.    The  classroom and  the  school
were  set up  to  satisfy  as  many  Of  the  pupil needs  as  might
be  feasible.
If  the  school  program is  so  set up  that.parts  Of  ib
provide  for  the  satisfaction  of pupil needs,  the  other
parts  will  tend to  produce  the  desired  attitudes  aLlso.
£n. tfeT::tf:¥a:€±:£ 3£ €£=ga:¥ct::ea::±E±ve  approach
The  researcher,  having  accepted  Stephens I  theory
that  attitudes  change  as we  grow  and  learn,  believed  that
such  change  could,  if  guided,  be  for  the  good  Of  each  child.25
#An  essential  feature  of  the  childls world,"  according  to
Jersild,  ''is  the  support  and  guidance  which his  elders  can
provide  by  virtue  of  their  greater  strength  and  knowledge.#26
Iimitations  of  Previous  Studies.    The  lack  of  litera-________          __    _  __i    -i____-___     __  _   ___     ___     _     _I   __   __===     ____  _       __I_I_  _
ture  on any  type  of  attitude  testing,  and  the  research  done
in this  field,  have  left  a  void  from which  to  obtain methods.
Bfost  of  the  literature  obtainable  was  in  the  I.ea]m  of
24Trow,  se.  g¥.,  p.  439.
.
25Stephens,  9p.  g±±.9  P.  579.
26dersiid,  ee.  gE..  P.  2.
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psychology  and  a  recognition  by  education  of  the  importance
of attitudes to leaning.
Combs  and  Snygg  make  this  statement:
In  the  70-odd years  Of  psychological  analyzation
and  delving  iato  all  realms  of the  human beings,  there
has  been  much written  on  the  subject  of  human  behavior..
Most  of  the  data  is from the  objective,  however--the
data  are observations  made  from  the  point  of  view  of
outsiders--not  from  the  behaLver.    Regardless  of  how the
3:s£L¥3tkoynep::;[gag:£a€=::€£eyth3oc3;n3t€:tp::5±¥tng
how  they  probably will  behave  under certain  conditions.27
Continuing further,  we  find  the  idea  that  ''good
theory  is  only  the  best  approximation  of meaning we  can
make  in  our  time.w28
To  deal  with  the  problems  of  individual  behavior.
another  frame  of  reference  has  emerged more  recently,
S%±:::tEhh3t£:r£:a:±i6r;f.trieThin±3i%¥Euro;#ro::e£:st:wn
€£:;ts::mv±:W;ut::d::::m#€::%R:;r::efe:8Lfre£T=iv=.29
urinary.    in  summarizing  the  literature,  it  znay be
stated that work with  attitudes  is,  so  far,  merely  a  scratch-
ing  of  the  surface.    The  foundations  for  defining  and  limit-
ing  have  been  laid,  and  studies  have  been  made.    These  studies
27combs,  ep.  £±±.,  pp.  6-7.
28RE.'  p.  8.
29EEL.,  p.11.
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have  viewed  human behavior  from the  outside  by  observers
and from the  inside  by the  individuals  who  are  being  studied.
conclusionLi. The  conclusions  to  be  drawn from  the
available  literature  are:    (i)    Attitudes  efist  and we  can
see  the  results  of  attitudes;   (2)  we  can,  to  some  e3cbent,
understand  attitudes;   (3)  changes  can  be  made  in  attitudes;
(4)  we  ear obtain iarorration  ty  observation  and  ty  use  of
the  "personal"  frame  of  reference  wherein  the  individual  is
seen  from his  Own  point  of  view;  and  most  imporfeaut,  probably
is  (5)  attitudes  should have  a  mach  greater  share  in  the
educational  goals  of  today.
CHAPTER  Ill
THE  RATERIAls  USEI)  Arm  GRoups  STUDED
!±g± mterials ap§ ifethods  j!=±§.    Data  for  this
investigation were  obtained  during the  last week  of the
1962nd3  school year  and  the  week  following  by  means  of  a
questionnaire  of  122  items.    This  questionnaLire  was  formu-
lated  and  placed  in  the  hands  of  167  of  209  former  students.
Efforts  to  reach  the  remaining  42  were  unsuccessful  because
of  removal,  marriage,  and  inability  to  locate  addresses.    A
deadline  of two  weeks  was  placed  on  returning  the  question-
naires.    Of  the  167  which were  distributed,  135  or  81% were
returned.    Fran the  group  of fifty mailed  to  those farthest
away,  thirty,  or  slaty per cent,  were retuzned.   "erty-
seven  of  the  thirty  discussed` the  open-end  questions  or
wrote notes  concermine the  questionnaire  or did both.
Those  former  students  farthest  removed  in  time  from the
eighth  grade  discussed more  readily  and  fully  the  open-end
questions.
CategoriejE  g£ ±E±  =Q__u±±±iLgE±i±i=g.     Nine  ar`eas  were
included  for measurement  within the  scope  of  the  questionnaire.
These  were   (I)   caLre  of  property,   (2)  honesty,   (3)  attendance,
(4)  respect  for  law  and  order,   (5)  scholarship,   (6)  duties
of  citizenship  within  the  school  and  community,   (7)  broader
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interests,   (8)  sportsmanship,  and  (9)  general.
Beginning  on page  21  charts,  giving results  of  the
answers  in percentages,  will  show the  questions  as  they were
number.ed within  the  questionnaire.
F±n=d=i~n_ffi.    The  findings  are  given by  charts  which
follow  the  questicms  within  each  area  measured.    Within  the
charts  the  replies  are  shorn in  three  distinct  categories.
The  first  category,  WHigh  School  Graduatesw,  is  that  of the
thirfey  high  school  graduates  and  includes  those  in  college,
those working,  and those  married  and  raising fanilies.    The
second  category,  the  WHigh  School  Age  Groupw,  included  eighty
students  who were  either  still  in high  school  or who  are
working  near  their homes.    Category  three,  "Class  of  1963'',
includes  twerfey-five  of  the  twenty-eight  students  of  the
last  eighth grade  included  in the  study.
The  three  categories were  believed  ty  the  researcher
to  be  necessary  to  give  a more  comprehensive  view  of the
experiment  ky  showing  differences  and/or  similarities  Of
the  range  of  eight years.    A  generalization which might  be
inserted here  is  that  the  answers  given  chow more  differences
within  the  high  school  age  group  than  is  evidenced  by  the
answers  of  the  post  graduates  and  the  class of  1963.
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I.    CaLre  Of  Property
Did the  stress  Of proper  attitudes help  you to desire
to  take better  care  of  school books?
10.    Did  the  stress  of  attitudes  help  you to  see  the value
of  respecting  and keeping  school grounds  neater?
19.    Did the work  on attitudes  help you to take  a  greater
interest  in the  looks  of your  school?
28.    Bid you  become  more  conscious  of  the  need  to  take  care
Of your property  as  an outgrowth  of the work  on attitudes?
37.    Did you  lean  to  respect  the  property  of  others more?
45.    Could you,  because  of the  stress  om attitudes,  see  the
ixporfeance  of  better  car.e  Of instructional  equipment,
such  as  microscopes,  maps,  eec.?
54.    Did you  develop  an increasing  awareness  of  respect  for
public  buildings  and  grounds?
63.    Did you  develop  consideration  for  neighborsl  yards
and  sh"bs?
71.    Did you  become  conscious  of  the  importance  of  not  being
a litter-bug?
79.    Has  concern  for the  need  of  conserve.tion  been  developed?
86.    Did you write  on  desks?
94.    Would you  now  write  on  desks?
101.    Did you  learn to  respect  the  papers  and works  of  others?
107.    Did you  develop  any  appreciation  for  the  good work  of
others?
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The  high percentage  of  affirmative  answers  through-
out  the  area  of  Care  of  Property  tend  to  show  a growth  in
the  attitude  of  concern for property.    This,  certainly,  was
of value  to  the  teaching  principal,  e.s  any increase  in the
care  of  school  property  or  community  property  would  diminish
the  need for  e3ctra vigilance  in  such  an area.
qnestions  86  and  94,   WDid  you  write  on  desks?W  and
''Would you  now write  on desks?l'  were  ambiguous,  leading  to
some  confusion  of  answers.     Comments  were  given  thaLt  desks
were  necessary  to write  on.    Questions  such as  «did  or would
you  deface,  scratch,  or injure  the  surface  of your desk  by
marking  on  the  wood?ll  could have  eliminated the uncertainty
of  what  was  meant.
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11.    Honesty
Did  the  stress  on attitudes help to teach you  the  value
Of  not  cheating?
11.    Was  there  any  desil.e  on your part  to  find  the  ouner  of
lost property?
20.    Did you learn to accept  the  responsibility  of  reporting
dishonesty?
29.    Did  you  have  a  desire  to  discuss  honesty with your
teacher?
47.    Did  you  resent  those  who  seened  to  try  to  be  completely
honest?
55.    Did you  cheat  in  any  games?
64.    Did you approve  of  officials  or players who tried to
win,  no  matter how,  so  long  as  not  caught?+
72.    Is  honesty  always  the  best  poliey?
87.    Did you want your  teacher  to  be  completely honest  in
giving you  low  graLdes?
88.    Do  you  consider  a  feeble  excuse for  absence  from  class
honest?
95.    I)o  you  think  copying  anotherls  work is  honest?
102.    Would you  be  willing  to  accept help  on  a  test?
LOB.    Did  aLccent  on  attitudes  help  you  to  desire  to  be  more
honest?
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in answers  to  question  #55,  WDid you  cheat  in  any
games?'l,  the  "Class  of  1963"  was  evenly  divided  on  #yesw
and  Wnoll  answers,  as  contrasted  with the  one  out  of  three
ltyesll  for  the  other two  groups.
Question  72,  Wls  honesty  aLlways  the  best  policy?#
received  looyo  Wyes"  from the  nHigh  School  Graduates'I,  bu`t
only  a  5-I  ttyes"  from  the  other two  groups.
Question  102,  »Would you  be willing  to  accept  help
on a  test?''  shows  an  increase  in  "yes'l  answers  in  each
succeeding  group.
The  conclusion is  that  the work  on attitudes  in the
area  of honesty  did result  in improved  concern  for being
honest,  although  there  is  sore  indication that the  older
groups  see  more  clearly  the  vaLlue  of  attitudes  leading  to
honesty.
The  effect  of  an increased  awareness  of  and  an
increased honesty within  the  schools is  of  obvious  advantage
to the teaching principal.
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Ill.    Attendance
Did  the  stress  on attitudes  give you  a desire  to  be
present in school?
12.    Did your  attitude  toward  attendance  improue?
21.    Did you  think your.  attendance  was  of  any-  value  to  the
teacher?
30.    Did you  think your  attendance  was  of  any  value  to  your
fellow  students?
38.    Did your attitude  toward  attendance  cause  you  to  attend
school at  times  when you might  have  given  a  good  excuse
for staying away?
46.    If you had not  been  regular  in  school attendance,  did
you  plan  with your family  to  make  attendance  aLt  school
possible  more  often?
56.    Did you  see  the  value  of  being  on time?
65.    Did you warfu  your  school  and  your  teacher to  feel  that
you  were  dependable?
73.    Did tbe  attitude  toward your teacher affect your  atten-
dance?
80.    Did the  attitude  towards  fellow students  affect your
attendance?
89.    I}id  your  attitude  toward home  conditions  affect  your
attendance?
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96.    Did your  attitude toward  eatra-curricular activities
cause  you to  want  to  be  in  school?
103.    Did you  feel  that you  missed  anything worthwhile  when
you were  absent?
109.    Did you  consider attendance  at  school as  helping you
to mture?
113.    Would you be  rilHng to  attend  an integrated  school
and  sit neat  to a  Hegro?
117.    Do  you  feel  that  you  could  become  a  good  citizen  and
stnderfe  without  regular school  attendance?
E
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Qliestion  21,  tlDid you  think your  attendance  was  of
any.  value  to  the  teacrier?#    thereas  the  WHigh  School  Grad-
uates"  gave  a  90%  "yes"  aiswer,  the  'lHigi  School  Age  Groupw
gave  an  857o  "yes"  and  the  "Class  of  1963"  a  72¢  "yes"  answer.
Question-46,  qlf you had not  beeri  regular in  school
attendance,  did  you  plan with  your  family to make  attendance
at  school  possible  more  often?tl    This  question was  poorly
worded  and  ambiguous.
Question  113,  llwould  you be  ithlling  to  attend  an
integrated  school and  sit  neat  to  a  Negro?tl    Answers for
the  entire  group  were  48fo  "yes'l,  287o  "no"  'and  23¢  "don't
know'l.     There  is,  because  Of  the  number who  gave  no  answer
within the  WHigh  School  Age  Group#,  a  surprisingly  even
distribution of  answers.
Generally,  the  attitudes  toward the  teacher had more
effect  on  attendance than  did  the  attitudes toward  fellow
students,  while home  conditions had  least  effect.
A±ttendance  answers  indicate  the  imporbance  of  the
teacherls  relationship to  the  students.
The  administration,  as  seen from  the  answers  given,
would have  less  attendance  problems  if  the teacher  is liked.
Furthermore,  if  the  answers are  to  be  accepted  at  their face
value,  this  study would  show  that these  particular  groups
co-operated well in attendance.
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IV.    Respect  for  Law  and  Order
i, Do  you  resent  any  of  the  rules  set  up  during your
eighth grade year?
13.    Were  you willing  to  cooperate?
22.    Do  you  feel  that  the  teacher  needed  to  discipline
pupils?
31.    Did you  see  any  value  in  learning to  discipline your-
self  in your  acticms  and  speech?
39.    Did you  come  to  see  any  need  for  local,  state,  and
f ederal  laws?
48.    Does  democraey  have  any  real  meaning  as  aL  way  of  life?
57.    Do you think  that  law is necessary  for  liberty?
66.    Do  you think  that  order  is  necessary  for  greater
effectiveness in learning?
74.    Did you  come  to  understand  the  need  for  rules  and
regulations  in  such things  as  field  trips,  etc.?
81.    Do  you  think  you  should  obey  all  laws?
90.    Do  you believe  that  laws  should  be  changed?
97.    Did you  learn to  respect  tbose  in  authority?
104.    Do  you  think  you  should  obey  just  because  the  teacher
says  sO?
ilo.    Do  you feel  that  the teaLcher  should  talk  possible
regulations  over with the  class?
|u
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Do you think  the  entire  scbool  should work  out  laws
and regulations through the  entire  faculty?
118.    Do you  believe  that  eighth  grade  children would  co-
operate if  they  are  shown the  reasons  behind  laws
and  regulaLtions?
121.    Did you  resent  having  to  obey  certain  regulations  in
your  eighth grade?
122.    Did you resent  strict  regulations  if there was  fairness
to au?
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Answers  within  the  area  Of  Respect  f or  Law  and  Order
tended  to  be  relatively  alike.    Exceptions  which were  of
interest  were:
Qllestion  39,   WDid you  come  to  see  any  need  for  local,
state,  and  federal laws?fl    The  greatest  percentage  of  flyesw
answers  occurred  within  the  graLduates,  while  each  succeeding
group  gave  a  smaller  tlyes'l  answer.    maturity  doubtless  enter-
ed  into  answers  given.
Question  48,  t'I)oes  democracy  have  any  real  meaning  as
a  way  of  life?II    The  answers would  indicate  that  age  and
maturity  definitely  lead  to  the  answers  given.
Question  90,  "Do you  believe  that  laws  should  be
changed?W    This  question,  by  not  going  into  explanations,
was  ambiguous.
Question  104,  tlDo  you  think you  should  obey  just  be-
cause  the  teacher  says"so?n    The  eatpemely  small  percentage
of  »yeslf  answers  (4¢)  by  t'ri©  qclass  of  1963tt  is  of  interest.
The  conclusion was  re;ched  that  respect  is  given  to
law  and  order vthen an understanding for the  reason  behind
them is  clearly defined.    Further,  if there is  fairness,
there  is  greater  co-operation.
There  is benefit  to the teaching principal in under-
standing  the  aLnswers  in  this  area.
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V.    Scholarship
Did the  attitude you bad toward  reading help you to
develop an understanding of  the need for using  dif-
ferent  books in order to  locate facts?
14.    I)id your  attitude  towards  history  improve?
23.    bid you  come  to  want  to  ixprove  your  community  be-
cause  of  learning  the  reasons  for  community  better-
ment?
32.    Did the  stress  on attitudes have  any  effect  on your
desire  to  learn?
40.    Did  you  learn  to  see  the  value  of  homework?
49.    Did  you  develop  any  pride  in  improved worlmanshlp  ln
school?
58.    Was  there  azry  development  of  the  real meaning  of
education?
67.    Were  you willing to try harder to  lean?
75.    Did you  develop  any  greater  desire  to  know things?
82.    Did you  lean  to want to  continne your  education in
high  school  and  afterwards?
91.    WaLs  your  attitude  towaz`d  learning  any  particular  subject
ixproved in your  eighth grade?    Please  cement  on  the
answer sheet  as to  subject,  and  in what  way  if  the
aLrswer  is  Wyes''.
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98.    Was  there  any  development  of  a greater understanding
of  the  need  for the  subjects you were  taughte
log.    Were  you made  aware  of the  difference in  leaning for
grades  or for knowledge?
lil.    Did you honestly get  any  joy or  satisfactiofl from
leaning?
115.    Did your  attitude  toward  having  to  do  school work
ixprove?
119.    Was your  attitude  improved toward  doing work when  lt
ras  required?
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Question  91,  ff was  your  attitude  toward  learning  any
particular  stlbject  improved  in yotir  eighth  grade?It  produced
various  answers  which  are  to  be  found  in  the  Appendix,  on
pages  66,  73,  and  76.    The  answers  indicate  a  variety  of
interests  and  the  appeal  of  the  well-rounded  cnrriculum to
students  who were  a  part  of  this  study.
Replies  given  lead  to  a  conclusion  that  scholarship
can  be  improved  by  empha.sis  on  a  well-rounded  curr`iculun,
work  on attitudes,  a  personal  interest  in  each  child,  and
an  enrichment  program.    As  a  result,  the  teaching  principal
would  find  the  time  given  to  an  endeavor  to  meet  the  needs
of  each  individual  child  Of  inestimable  value  within the
school  program.
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VI.    Duties  Of  Citizenship--School  and  Cotrmunity
6. Did  your  desire  towards  becoming  a  more  dependable
pupil  improve?
15.    Did you  come  to  want  to  accept more  responsibility  for
ixproving your cormmity?
24.    Did your  attitude  towards  a need for politics  and your
place  in then grow?
33.    Did  you  become  more  interested  in your government?
41.    Did you  lean to  see  the  value  of  your vote?
50.    Did your attitude  toward  co-operation in  the  classroom
and your  school  improve?
59.    Did field  trips  help  to  change your  attitude  toward
pride  in your comunity  and  staLte?
68.    Do  you  think all  races  should  have  a I air  share  in
goverrment?
76.    I}id your  attitude  toward  other  economic  groups  improve?
83.    Was  there  a  desire  to  apend  any  of your  olm  time  in
school  improvement?
92.    Did you  consider  helping  others  a  parfe  of  a  good
citizen?
99.    Did you  leal.n  to  enjey  group  work  more?
106.    Was  there  a  desire  to work  with your  teacher  in plan-
nine  for better  claLssroom learning?
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112.    Did  you  develop  in  your  attitudes  of  courtesy  and
consideration?
116.    Did  your  attitude  change  toward  your  respect  for
fellow  students?
120.    Did  you  see  any  value  in  disciplining yourself?
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Answers within the  area  of  the  duties  of  citizenship
had a  relatively  heavy  ff donlt  knowll  percentage  in  all  cate-
gories.    Perhaps the  questions were  not  specific  enough,  or
there  may  have  been  less  consideration given  these  questions
which  called  for more  thought  than did  some  of  the  other
8roupings.
Question  99,  "Did you  learn to  enjey  group  work  more?"
shows  that  all  three  groups  of  students  gave  one  of  the  highest
tfyestl  percentage  to  this  query.
Question  106,  "Was  there  a  desire  to  work with your
teacher in planning for better  classroom learning?t'  began
with  a  percentage  of  84¢  ''yes#  for  the  nHigh  Schoo'1  Graduatesw,
dropped  to  81%  #yestl  for  the  WHigh  School  Age  Grouptl,  and
skidded  to  64¢  tiyes#  for  the  "Class  Of  1963''.
Question  76,  "Did your  attitude  toward  other  economic
groups  improve?"  begari  thth  aL  77%  llyesff  for the  high  school
graduates,  dropped  to  677o  "yes't  foi  th;  ''High  School  Age
Groupll,   and  down  to  5670  lly;sl'  for  the  ffclass  of  1963W.
Question  83,  "Was  th;re  a  desire  to  spend  any  Of
your  own  time  in  scho;i  improvement?"  began with  a  90fo  "yes''
for  the  nHigh  School  Gra.duates'',  dropped  to  737o  "yes"  for
the  "Higi  School  Groupw,  and  continued  downward  to  a  647o
#yesl+I  for  the  ''Class  oi  1963".
The  tr;nd,  generally,  for  each  succeeding  group  leads
to  a  conclusioa that  citizenship  may  be  deteriorating.    There
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was  a  higher percentage  of  uncertainty  (''donlt  knowll)  evi-
denced  by  the  ''Class  of  1963".    The  observation must  be  made,
however,  that  the  answers within this  category  might  be  a
matter  of  immaturity  rather than a  trend toward poor  citizen-
ship .
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VII.    Broader interests
Did the  discussions  in  class  help  you  to  take  a
greater interest in improving yourself?    If the  answer
is  "yesl',  please  state  how  on your  answer  sheet.
16.    Did youi attitude toward  family  living improve?
25.    Did you  come  to  realize  the  importance  Of  trying  to
ixprove your per.sonality?
34.    Did your  attitude  change  toward  helping  slower  class-
mates?
42.    I)id  you  become  angr  more  self-reliant?
51.    Did your attitude toward  music  and  aft  change?    Please
state  how on  the  answer  sheet  if  the  answer  is  «yesl'.
60.    I)id your  interests  in  subject matter  change?    If  tfyes",
please  state  what  and how.
69.    Did your  attitude  toward  other  races  change?
77.    Did your attitude  toward  school as  an institution
change?    If  «yes»,  please  tell  in what  way.
84.    Did your  attitude  towaz'd  responsibility for  others
change?    If  Wyesw,  please  state  in what  ways.
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Within  the  area of  Broader  interests  there  was  found
the  largest  percentage  of  #don.t  know''  answers.    For  example,
question 7,  "Did the discu;sions  in  class  help  you to  take  a
greater inteiesb  in  improving yourself?"  received a  337o
«donlt  know"  answer for the  total  of three  groups.    Question
77,  ril)id your attitude  toward  school  as  an institution  change?W
received  a  total  of  46%  lldonlt  know"  answers.
The  one  big  exception  to  the  uncertain  answers was
to  be  found  in  question  25,  'lDid you  come  to  realize  the
importance  Of  trying  to  improve your  personality?'l    The
total  answers  here were  977o  "yes",  and  a  very  smril  2¢
Ildonlt  lmowl',  the  remainder not  voting.
The  researcher received  the  impression  that  often
there  were  Wnow  answers  given  to  open-end  questions  which
asked for  a  discussion  if  a  Oyesll  answer  were  to  be  given.
Answers  to  question  51,  «Did your  attitude  toward
music  and  arfe  change?'l  which are`to  be  found  in  the  Appendi][,
lead to  a  conclusion that within  this  aLrea there  was  an  in-
creased appreciation  for  a  better type  of misic  and  are.
Also,  this  appreciation has  carried  on and  in instances
has  been developed.
A  conclusion that  attitudes  and  changes  in  them  do
lead  to  broader  interests was  reached  as  a  result  of  the
answers  given.    E3ramples  are  to  be  found  in  those  given  to
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question  77,  "Did  your  attitude  toward  school  aLs  an  insti-
tution  change?'',  and  to  question  84,   IIDid your  attitude  toward
responsibility`for  others  change?"     (See  Appendix,  pages
63-64,  71-72,   and  75-76)
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VIII.    Sportsmanship
8.    Did your  attitude  towards  participaLting in  sports
change?
17.    Did  you  play  for the  fun  of  the  game?
26.    I)id  you  lean  to  see  the  value  of  good  sporfesmanship?
35.    Did yon  learn  better how  to  co-operate?
43.    Did your  attitude  toward  being  a parfe  of  the  team
change?
52.    Did  you  take  an  interest  in  more  types  of  sports?
61.    Do yon believe  that  criticism  is  necessary  in  life?
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Answers  concerning  sportsmanship  indicate  an  in-
creased  awareness,  during  the  study,  of  the  importance  of
good  sportsmanship.
Questions  requiring more  definite  answers  would
have  been valuable  in the  sportsmanship  category.    There
was  a  tendency  to  give  flyesfl  or  llnotl  answers  more  so  than
in  other  categories.    The  question  having  the  most  IIdonlt
knoww  answers was  number  43,   IIDid your  attitude  toward
being  a  parfe  of  the  team  change?W,  which  received  a  total
|8¢  ndonlt  haowtl.
•,
Under question  52,  ''Did you  learn to  take  an  in-
terest  in more  types  Qf  sports?'l  is  to  be  found an  increas-
ing  'lyes#  per  cent  for  each  succeeding  group.
Also,  question  61,  WDo  you  believe  that  criticism
is  necessary  in  life?ff  begiis  with  a  77¢  Wyes#  for  the  first
group,  raises  to  86% '"yesw  for  group  ii,  and  is  1007o for
group  iii.
Answers within  this  category  indicate  that  more  and
better. work  could  be  done  with  attitudes  through  sportsman-
ship.    All  teachers,  and  parrbicularly  Coaches  have  a  large
and  important  area  herein.
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ex.    General
Did.the  work  on attitudes  in your  eighth  grade  carry
over  into  high  school  or  beyond?
18.    Bo  you  think the  work  on  attithides  in  the  eighth
grade  was  important?
27.    Would  you  recommend  that  more  work  be  done  with  upper
elementary  school  children on  attitudes?
36.    Would  you  recommend  that  more  work  be  done  wi.th  high
44
school ages  on  attitudes?
Do  you  resent  any  of  the  attempts  to  help  you  to
change  your  attitudes?
53.    Do  you  approve  of  trying  to  change  attitudes?
62.    Did  the  attitude  of your teacher  affect you?
70.    Did  the stress  on attitudes  help  you to  stri+e  to
consider more  carefully your  politics€
78.    Did  the  stress  ori attitudes  cause  you  to waut  to
consider more  carefully yourself  as  a  citizen?
85.    Do  you  have  wider  interests  today  because  of  the work
on  attitudes?    If  tlyes'',  please  explain.
93.    Would  you  recommend  that  a  school  faculty  work  more
Thri.th  attitudes?
loo.    Do  you  think  that  a  more  enriched  curriculum would
grow out  of  a  consideration of  attitudes?
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The  answers  returned  to  general  questions  are  per-
haps  more  consistent  than  in  the  majority  of  other  categories.
Of  special  interest  are:
ee.    Did  the  cork  on` attitudes  in your  eighth  grade
carry  over  into  high  school  or  beyond?    The  "Class  of  1963"
showed  a  56%  ''donlt  knov#,   a  127o  Wyesw',   and  no  answers  for
the  remainder  of  the  cia;s.    The  llyes'-I  answers  were  Of  ne-
cessity  a  mere  guess  or desire  to  please,  since  this  group
had  not  yet  entered  high  school.
#18.    Do  you  think  the work  on attitudes  in  the
eighth  grade  was  important;    98%  answered  Wyes",  which  was
one  of  the  two  receiving  such  a  prepondel.Once  of  'tyesw
answers,  the  other  question,  ee9  in  Category  VI,  concerning
group  work.
#27.     Would  you  recommend  that  more  work  be  done
with  high  school  ages  on  attitudes?    The  percentage  of  ''yes'I
answers  was  95.
#44.    Do  you  resent  any  Of  the  attempts  to  help  you
to  change your  attitudes?    70#  ''no",  20%  ''yes'',  and  107o  un-
certain,
#85.    Do  you  have  wider interests  today  because  of
the  cork  on  attitudes?    407o  ''yest',  397o  Wdon.t  know''.     See
Appendix.
From answers  to  questions  in  this  area„  the  students
who  were  a  paLrt  of  this  study  overmhe]mingly  approve  of  work
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with attitudes  and  feel  that  such work  is  of  value  to  each
individ.ual  child.
The  conclusion would  be  that  the  teaching  principal
would  do  well  to  seriously  consider the value  of work with
attitudes  in  any  endeavor to  provide  the  leadership  which
would  improve  the  school.
CHAPTER   IV
surm¢AR¥  ARE  cONCLusloNs
urinary.    This  study  has  gathered  data  from  135  of
209  pupils  who  have  been  a  part  of  an experiment with  atti-
tudes.    The  pupils  studied  were  asked to  reply  to  questions
dealing with  nine  categories.    Py  the  type  of  questionnaire
used, i t  was  hoped  to  obtain  the  personal  view  of  the  pupils.
How  did  the  pupil  view  attempts  to  change  his  attitude,  and
whether  and/op did  it  affect  his  behavior?    The  answers,  it
was  believed„  would  give  an overall  view  of  how  the  three
groups  reacted.    The  pupils  were  separated  into  three  dis-
tinct  categories,   "High  School  GI.aduates",   "High  School  Age
Group",  and  nclass  of  1963W.     School  administr'ation  was  to
be viewed  via  self-reported pupil  attitudes.
Answers  given  within  each  of  the  nine  ar.eas  were
generally  consistent  within  the  groups,  GI.onps  I and  Ill
being  more  closely  related  than  Group  11.    Exceptions  and  a
discussion  of  these  exceptions  are  given  following  each
area.    The  answers  to  open-end  questions  are  to  be  found
in  the  Appendix.
Ways  in  which  attitudes  affected  behavior were
shouri  in  replies  given  to  the  questions  of  each  of  the  nine
areas  included  in  the  questionnaire.    Care  of  property,
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honesty,  attendance,  respec'6  for law  and  order,  scholar-
ship,  duties  of  citizenship,  the  broader  interests  of per-
sonality  development,  sportsmanship,  and  the  general  area
of  consideration  of  attitudes  themselves;  replies  within
each  area  show  how  attitudes  affected  behavior.    The  an-
swers  reported  indicate  a  change  to  positive  attitudes;
and,  attitudes  were  changed,  benefitting  practicaLlky  every
child  in  some  way.    Specific  answers  will  be  found  and  evi-
dence  to  suppor.t  the  statement  is  given in  the  tables
following  each  Of  the  nine  areas  measured.    The  changes
made  cane  about  through  discovery  of  interests,  and  the
changes  led  to f ewer  problems  for  the  administration.
Conclusions.    This  study  was  of  specific  schools
and  has  value  to  the  administration  of  the  schools  studied,
1thile  it  cannot  predict  the  results  in any  other  situation,
there  is  to  be  found  the  trend toward  better  schools  and  a
lessening  of  administrative  problems  by  the  teaching prin-
cipal  if  attitudes  are  considered  in  the  educational set-up.
Specific  questions  which  needed  answers  were:
{1)    could  the  pupills  attitude  be  assessed?
{2)    could  the  attitride  be  changed  to  help  in  attendance,
discipline ,  learning?
{3)    would  the  pupils  accept  greater  responsibility?
{4)    was  there  an  increase  in  pride  of  school,  community,
self?
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(5)    did  the  work with  attitudes  help  the  teaching  princi-
pall  in  areaLs  of  attendance,  home work,  discipline,
sportsmanship,  and  the  overall  school  program  of
selling  school to  the  pupils  and  to  the  comminities
involved?
The  answers  are that  the  pupills  attitudes  can  be
assessed  by way  of  questionnaires wherein  the  self-report-
ing  of  the  pupils  supply  the  information.    The  attitudes
can  be  changed,  thereby  helping.  create  better  attendance,
ilnproved  discipline,  and  better  learning.    Pupils  would
and  did  accept  greater  responsibility.    There  was  an  in-
crease  in  pride  of  school,  community,  and  most  important
of  all,  there  was  increased pride  in  self .
The  teaching  principal  benefitted as  a result  of
improved  attendance,  better home  work,  less  disciplinary
problems,  better  sportsmanship,  and  pride  in  self ,  school,
and  community.
There  was  a  definite  interest  in the  work  on  atti-
tudes.    Not  only  can  attitudes  be  changed  positively,  but
those  who  were  a  part  of  this  study  approved  the  changes.
Attitudes  leading  to  self-realization wer.e  of  benefit  to
each  child.    Answers  indicate  improved  co-operation,  scholar-
ship,  attendance,  and  citizenship.
It  is  concluded,  therefore,  that  the  administrative
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problems  in  all  areas  would  be  f ewer  if  attitudes  are  geared
towards  a positive  desire  for  responsibility  and good  citi-
zenship.
A  recommendation for further  studies  of  attitudes
and  their  value  to  schools  is  made.    Studies  of the  re-
lationship  of  attitudes  to  attendance,  scholarship,  and
citizenship,  it  is  felt,  would  be  of  particular value.
The  measurement  of  attitudes  and  their  effect  on leaning
at  cliff erent  levels  of  maturity would  benefit  the  educator.
Also,  it  is  believed  that .a  continuing  study,  along with
such  studies  of  curricu.Ium,  would  have  value  in  the  field
of  attitudes.
in future  studies,  further  categories,  such  as  age,
sex,  and  economic  status  would  add,  it  is  believed,  to
valuable  data.    More  specific  questions  and  other  categories
could  add  to  the  value  of  such  surveys.
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Did the  discussions  in  class  help  you  to  take  aL  greater
interest  in improving yourself?
a.    :€£6r::Cause We heard  the  differeat  opinions  of
::   ::£:t§:£§£::±:#!:i::::£:3i¥V:i¥i;. so I would haow
::   ¥£:; i:a:e:gefanm£ :: £;rg¥e?±€:a¥:gt::dig8EV££
order to  get  ahead.
f .   ¥£:+ £¥v:e:o¥:n§h¥%: ::o¥:p::¥:rtE:%E:£v::f #:¥p  to
-    take  a greater interest  in, nyself .   '
9.    #e€a£::ng=dcm=repe±£5::#:£:£tog:ELg6 £=3::er  interest
i:!!!isil!:¥ii!:i!!!;:;;;:;;;;:::::::;gw:;g;a::ults
and  tried  to  improve.
n?    :tryp€:P:gtm:1::gtw¥tE°nyin¥:i¥:wmnyanp£:€::#±ty  and to
a.|g3:i:e:i:a:a:fag::r:§n§!§:::±S!§ft¥§an:!g¥¥:§mck:€her.
other,
if:i;:ih¥ii:;:?;::::i::::::::;::;::::i;:;:gwck::::::
::rondiesg::::o:¥Tgo:ea::krm::!st? your  class and in
I wanted  to  be  a  better person.                             `
E±§tehn±°¥gt%o8fa:E°g€ht¥±#8r:°d:¥E;°:faHE8£L€iefy
were  doing it.    I was willing to  try  because  as  we
all know,  all  of us want  attention and  to be wanted.
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13.    Were  you  willing  to  co-operate?
a.    Yes,  it  helped  me  to  improve.
18.    Do  you  think  the  work  on  attitudes  in  the  eighth  grade
was  important?
a.    Yesi  very.
b.    Yes,  very.
29.    Did you have  a  desire  to  discuss  honesty  with your
teacher?
a.    res,  but  didnlt.
32.    Did  the  stress  on  attitudes  have  any  effect  on your
desire  to  learn?
a.    Yes;  in  order to  learn you have  to want  to  learn.
::   ::i; :i £r:s::€t§:i:#£::;:w¥;§g#::::.with me.
51.    Did your  attitude  toward  music  and  act  change?
a.   i::i±#gs:£ go¥i:LxdsE:C:#:% y7: #::en:%rEh:rz:3 to
understand .
::   :i:L!;:pr:Eem:if:e:;g:e:i:!:.more than one type
d.    Yes,  you  halve  to  feel  and  know  its  beauty  to  accept
it..
e.¥=:tth€£::;eE?re[tfavngs€8Fegrfrwhtwh:€aEsa8:E±±±yit.
I .   :::8r::amRE:Set:b::P::a::E:r£±::5.music  and art  than
£:   ¥:§:  €3eaE:::c±aE:atmh:a :g:fe  music,  the  more  I
1®
Jk,
I,
in.
appreciated.  it.
¥£::s:c:=a=::ds::i::i:¥s±::::r music ;  operettas ,
¥e£6a±£:drmfgr:hfgo ::  ¥£ a ' :n:S± 8:¥ie got:±Efk:h€E6m.
I think  art  and music  should  be  taught  and  studied
more  in  elementary  schools  today.
::§§:ny%±:::::b:::r:rfea£:dm#:S:rcfa¥8:dv::¥:tyb:;
a,
0,
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¥a£Sie±:£8u::dw3 e§%:raf;£:t :Edc:#: eb::a3g:°gf  the
stress  on  art  and music  appreciation.
¥:S:  £t±::r£3±€ot±:3er335±%ngri:o±:. appreciate  what
sometimes  I  didnlt  understand.
There  are  different kinds  of music  and  some  are  very
good.I.   ks6 iL£:£8efa55£e¥:[ufa:i gE:±£ikg3W8::e€3¥±8 £:iE
enough,  he will do  anything  to  learn  it.
60.    I)id your interests  in  subject  matter  change?    If  "yes",
please  state what  and  how.
a.   ¥£:. ]8::±=a-i:#a#yeytg:v:=¥;:dt£:s°£::3t±:nu:£er.
stand.
Yes,  to  study more  things.
I never  ca.red  for  science  and  English  before.    I
leaned  their importance.
i:!!ii?;::E:i!;E:wfi!:;f?:!i:::::i:f;i:!n¥¥:;vev:;Fers.
more fields.
68.    Do you think  all races  chould have  a fair  share  in
goverrment?
a..    ¥es,  all  races  should have  a fair  share  in govern-
ment  as  long  as the  goverrment  is  fair to  everyone.
69.    Did your  attitude  toward  other  races  change?
a.   :h£S¥£:efh:£:"ind¥8o±:I:8Ss#::id :i±a¥£ ::X::if::t
aLny  social  way.
77.    Did your attitude toward  school  as  an  institution  change?
a.    Yes,  it  was  something  to  enjey  not  because  we  had
b.   i°i]:::a:Seh¥ai:Fi::r::ig.
3:    ¥°£i::i¥;Sr::tiized  the  need and  the importance  of
an  education.
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e.   5:gil:h££o±£ei;  :sP±::fu?a  learn with  friends  and
f .    ¥:Sie5C±3°±s±£  g?]=c: 3±a£:ai°ri:8::: ;I::; o5hs:iiow.
g.   !?:E:¥35::::d5::::::i:# :::i:ug:sa:Sdi:g=:.
h.    I learned moreffiat  a  school is  for--to  learn.
i.    Took  school  more  seriously.
j.    School  became  an  opportunity  instead  of  just  a  place
one  had  to  go.
k.    I found it was  a place  to  learn.
::i:iig!g;:!i:g!;::;:h::ii::i:Fi¥tbf::::::::::mi::e
:::=n:2f#e =d :fa#:#:u3:e;fe:e ::a: st o:::islife,
82.    Did you  learn to want  to  continue  your  education  in
high  school  and  aften.Ja.rds?
a.    Yes,  high  school.
84.    Did your  attitude  toward  responsibility  for  others
change?
a,
!}   E::Bi:: :i:fesd:::£;±P:I;e.
o  help  when  I  can.
i:i!ifffsf:3h;3:;:;ogi¥EP±::e§i::g;::yi:e`gi!eao
e.    The  best way  that  I  learned  was  to  be honest  and
f.
fair to  one  and all.and you will  learn to  be  re-
sponsible  to  others.
We  arenlt  only  responsible  for  our  actions  and
attitudes,  but for others,  also.
I::ar:iget!a:bg33tt£:o!|=e?ee!o!E3:tR:i:.saneas
I  came  to  realize  that  I wasnlt  the  only  one.
E::i!:y:::::p::::i:?i::::o othe rs to be honest '
k.    5££it§e€3u§:cfa8€h§::€£Etcgfasn3 S:I:a::: ; rgE°88E=
ticipating in  classwork itself .
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should'try  my  best  to  help  them.
doing,  add  -taking  on  res-ponsibility  others  could
well,
how much  we  were  capable  of  doing--and
85.    Do  you  have  wider  interests  today  because  of  the  work
on attitudes?
a.    To  learn what  other people  like  and  to  learn to
E::£L£:ge'WL;:%u3t:3: ?,::i:eandT££L:tw£¥ ¥°i£  3%nto
make  it  a  better place to  live.
b.    Good  attitud.es  taught me  to  learn  things  I didnlt
use  to  like.
c.    I think  I  do.    I  think  the  irork  on attitudes  we  did
in the  eighth  grade  makes  me  look at  life  the  way
hri±%:s¥:n8e:a:±°¥gd¥SE3u££°?±:c::::er.
everyone  ha-s  a  different  point  of  view)  and  enjoy
life.    Life  is  just what  you make  it.
I  do  today®    It
learn to try  to
in todayls world we  must  show  an  interest  in
±E±pg!    Because;  practica.Ily  everything  come
d. s¥-
€-£E-£-3?t #Ttfug€ ' k£:"Wfo£°g: €ga£°#€£tv¥#£n:very-
situations.    Therefore,  we must  have  wider interests
:::us::a::::;v::g!:i:;:::i:g!:wi:!E::¥g;:::::;:wry,
and  our future! I
e.    fry  inter.ests  havg  grqul _beeau§e  g.learned  to  under-
:i:::e:::3r±Ee3E:e;££:¥e±£ef:£::n§:rfdinbdie£¥fae.
I became  interested in biological  science  through
classworfe,  but  such  things  as  misic  apprecia.tion,
ixprovement  on  buildings  and grounds,  art,  eec. ,
are  actually  llhobbies#  of  mine  now.
Because  I take more  interest  in  the work  of  others
f.
and  their  attitudes  toward  certa.in things. `  I am
more  interested in what  other people  think,  rather-    than trusting  ny  own  opinion  on  certain matters.   `
h.    w[hfhiEeh±dh:8tt±:a€£gc¥a€h:Ee [W:58L3t=:€uS: g£:::.
i::;i:Ip¥ii3::!j!::!i¥::F;gi:;:::¥¥:i;:v:':i;::±r;;g.
discussed  more.
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86.    Did you  rmite  on  desks?
a.    I leaned to  take  care  of  others'  property,  as well
as  ny  orm.
88.    Do  you  consider  a feeble  excuse  for  absence  from  class
honest?
a.   3n:e£:[€h:X::££ :£: :r ±guri5ac:a:#;±£€dtgfef3£2±e
ferenee  between  texcusesl  and  lreasonsl.     If  the
reason is feeble  it  is  an  excuse,  and  one  should
have  a  reason.
91.    Was  your  attitude  toward  learning  any  particular  sub-
ject  improved in  your  eighth grade?
aL.    8±:5€£3n:no±esh¥g8vg°#e:€:ut  tbe  laws,  and the
: :  ::i::¥:fi?n:i:t:§::3::::?I?E:E¥!ri::a;u: :::::
:::::._::::-:-::::::::::::::::-::::::::-:-:-:-:i:::::-::-::-::::::::::-:-:::::-::::::=.
of  before.
h.    Science--I  learmed  the  importance  of this  stlbject--
i.g;*{:fa=::ii±§!=E±iv§i:b?:§i¥£:ii:£¥!:b±:!i::i:e
eager to  learn more.
i.    fry  interest  grew in  science  mainfty  because  the
teacher  took  time  with  me  and  seemed  as  though  he
was  interested  also,  and  made me  feel  it was worth-
while,
k;I,
in,
The  sub
it was
English    Hath,  music-became  more  important.
ect  was  N.  a.  history.    Becatise  of  the  way
aught  and the  studentls  past.
::g:±:3,LE:€e:±£:gn±tf:¥: i: :: £:I:::i ¥::r:st.
in8.
m®
0,
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I  developed  a  greater  interest  in  learning more
£::tak:¥a:3¥:wryt:*£€L9kn::tfdi£€:eI±£:uE:gh'S
the  same way  century  after  cerfeury  as  far as
mistakes  are  conc@rmed.
m¥ng;iii;::F;#::!o:rf;¥a:f::!!!:;;sf;;;;:n:ie:n
:u::%nfgy:oo±±±£p::S±:: 3:::::+e::cause ±t  d±s.
Answers  i ron  the  #High  School  Age  Grouptt
to  Open-End  Questions
3ige:::tdi:cE:E3?:n:ny:::::1fh?1p you to take a greg.ter
a.    All  the  discussions  we  had  in  the  8th  grade  made  me
think about  things  and  I  do  think  some  of  them made
me  want  to  improve  and  have  a wider  interest.
b.    We  could  learn  how  to  express  ourselves;  improve
ourselves.
c.    You  take  more  int`erest  because  you  can  expresa`, your
Opinions.
d.    By  gaining knowledge  of  people  and  personalities.
e.    Because  I  learned  a  lot  from  the  class  discussions.
I .    It  made  me  realize  the  importance  of  being  a  good
student  in class.
9.    It  gave  me  a  chance  to  tallc  better  before  the  class
and  to  give  my  opinions.
h.    I think  class  discussions  help  to  achieve  greater~     interests.                                                                                 '
i.    Because  the  teacher knew more  about  it  than  I did,
so  it  helped  me.
i.    They  helped  me  improve  nyself--some  Of  the  very
simple  discussions  and  examples.    These  discussions
have  made  me  want  to  make  something  imporfeant  of
nyself.
Then we  would  discuss  about  being  a  better  citi2z.en,
5e::=ngeh±trh::u±:i§:db::t€g B¥rie±:8p:g;ie more
freely.
k.
1,
E:   ¥:Lpf8w:3 :: wrE8=:S±=:st±?u8:a:e:±::i in ny work.
I was  able  to  develop  a better  attitude  toward  ngr
studies,
o.    Because  we  all  could  improve  together  and  learn  as
we  did  it.
I  learned  more  about  attitudes,  co-operation,  and
leadership.
Yes,  because  when  we  talked,  we  talked  about  eaLch
other  and  tbat  made  me  want  to  improve  nyself  so  the
others  would  not  have  anything  to  talk  about.
It  made  me  want  to  improve  ny  speech.
E::'b33C:¥wei5  E8:Snt%  8:€hg:rdm¥?en People  kidded
E±:2=:i:¥%§::§e::a:§§:::::::¥¥i::§u:i:¥:¥gr:i
prove ny  own  personality.
Z,
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because  the  student  may  bring  up  some  inter-
ideas  for  discussion.
t  helps you  to  understand  the  problems.
1ped  to  improve  zny  English.
|fi:i;:i:i!::¥hfip;:i:Wi;i:;::;;1;::;;:;;::::d
talk with  others  more.
:i :  !!!i:!i::i;ii:::!!?::i;;;:¥it::i;u¥;:g!!:i:;::ea"
¥g:¥Ha::di:a::Pf:i:i::§nhi:i::r:::i:::n::hiq!:¥dT£:£8to
ah.    ¥esi  talking  about  grooming  and  citizenship.
:5 :   E:Ei ,y3Ee:anweeFaae:sdi:::::¥oni:n?:i::=:mswa::::er.
to  Carry  on  as well  as  the  others,  and in  so  doing
I  had  to  broaden  ny.  interests  and  become  more  aware
of  each  subject  that was  discussed.
ak.    The.discussions  we  had  made  me  really  enjoy  class.
al ,   E:E6egi£:ug;iEg|g:kpsm:h:oug:e:3Eg!5ng;eakTh:!t.
am.    res,  because you  told  us  how  to  do  it.
an.    You  can  express  yourself in  a  discussion  because
everyone  is  interested.
:: :  ;;oil::!ffia;;f:gg ;i!;gfre?g!3::#:a:nF#:i?n
aq.   i::g§::c:§E£:i¥Sh=§¥;:::dint:#::::i::¥%:5§:"
people.    I wanted  to  malce  ny  life  what  I  am  capable
Of  making  it.
:::    ±± rE:3V:8 ¥t:±a£:dw3f§6ussions  and  sometimes we
i:;£:g :;;¥:L2?  improve  and  this  znade  me  want  to
at.    Being  a better person  and  improving  nyself  is
important.
au.    They  made  me  understand  that  I wasnlt  the  only
person  in  the  world who  had  problems.
av.     To  show  whatls  wrong.
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51.    Did your  attitude  toward music  and  art  Change?
a;    I learned to  like  different  kinds  of  music.
b.    I  learned to  like  misic  I had not  before.
c.    Yes,  you  made me  appreciate  rock  and  roll  and
concert  some.
g:    #:  :8¥d!88  ±¥P£:ta¥3£f±gr:£€m+ay  than  I have
studied  it  before--yes.
f.    I  saw  a  new--a  great--need for music  and art.
9.    I began to  like  ib  better.
h.    I  came  to  appreciate  the  acts  and music  better..
i.    I learned  to  enjey  opera  misic  more.    I  learned
to  like  and  appreciate  other music  as well.
i :   E i:ai:E:a :: igg:e:i:::iggidn=p::aa:in!i:?;reciate
fine art.
i.    I  learned more  a.bout  them.
in.    res,  I leaned to  like  and  appreciate  misic.    Thatls
why  I  joined  the  band.
n.    Yes,  I  have  learned  there  are  other kinds  of  good
music  besides  rock  and  roll.
o.    I  came  to  realize more  clearly  that  there  is  more
Pka:::t,og:::,w::::,a:fla:e::ugeh?::n:e::a;:::?lop
country  unsic.
res,  because  you  learn  the  words  and  know how  t
carry  a  tune.    Drawing  is  important  so you  can
lea]m  to  appreciate  art.
q.    I took more  interest  in music.
r.    ¥£&.we  learned  a  lot  about  a]*  and  music  by  doing
s.    Yes,  _I  appreciated  more  types  of  music.
E:d?::i::::i::r:;i?::;::ulut:o::;wa:ni:t:i:,
hated  to  practice.
u,
"   :£3 ' |W:h±# ;::ici:E:=e:±a#8Be¥h:¥f]o¥a:e?here S
¥:   i:a fafe€£:s3e¥3€yp[£ge€m5ggtp±g::.
y.    Yes,  I  learned to  appreciate  different kinds  of
music,
z.    Efy  teacher liked  music  and  the arts  and  from him  I
learned  to  enjey  more  the  fine  ar.ts  and  music.
ab.    I found  an  interest  in  listening  to good music  and
in  seeing art.
ac.    I have  always  appreciated  the  value  of  music  and  art.
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60.    Did your  interest.a  in  subject  matter  change?
a.    res,  I wanted  to write  better pa.peps.
b.    Because  I  think  study  is  something  every  student
must  do,
c.    Yes--made  me  think more  about  the  subjects,  and
made  me  try  haz`der.
d.    In mach  I  realized  how  much it  is  needed  and  tried
to understand  it.
e.    I  learned  to  appreciate  ny  subjects  and  knew more
about  what  they  meant.
f .    I  realized  the  necessity  of  aL well-rounded  education
and  also  the  responsibility  Of  doing more  than  the
required.
g:   ¥eg:g¥ £:c=:L¥3:e]±:::::3t±¥;her subjects.
i :  :e::?:::::::i8:ii!::3:::??::¥::ng:::I:i:::::ct.
Cure,
1.    I determined  to  take  hard  courses  in  high  school
and  I.eally try.
77.    I)id your  attitude  toward  school  as  an  institution  change?
a.    I feel  that  school is  very.  necessary.
::   ¥:S:  £:::::: :e:E:g§ :£o::d±#£3erto¥:;r.
d.    It  didnlt  seem  like  an  institution to  me.    We
worked  and  enjoyed  having  fun  at  the  same  time.
e.    Eo::a;n£:  t±a:n±:y¥3us§£:8±esegrfac£:hooL Was
f .    We  came  to  learn  and  we  must  work  hard  to  accom-
plish  anything.
9.    I  learned
to  be  loyaihat:€£:a:Lch::Laa=ti¥i±eE:±t¥S.Ilearned
h.    I think  it  is  a plaLce  to  learn.
i.    ¥e9,  I  started  thinking  of  school  as  a  p.lace  of
::3f¥#:£!t!;:;,: ;l!::s?3,1::I:oa!3eni; a place
I realized  that  the  school  is  for  the  benefit  of
the  student  and  not  a  mere  requiremerfe  of  a  means
for punishment.
Yes,  to  know that  there  do  have  to  be  some  rules.
I  realized  school  was  a plaLce  where  we  could  learn
instead  of  feeling we were  being  treated unjustly.
J.
k.
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n.    I  came  to  realize what  school was  for,  a  place  for
learning  and  education.    It  was  not  a  place  to  have
fun  like  at  parties  and  it  wasnlt  supposed  to  be
a  loverts  lane.    These  thil]gs were  mixed  in  in
small  amounts.    Its  main  purpose  was  education.
o.   ¥§§;¥:3§£;:i:¥::i::i:Eh£±£:¥t±tg:£g£;ed]bw££oLe
p.    Because  learning  is  so  important.
q.    Because  it  is  considered  an  institution for  leaLrn-in8.
::   :e:::* :o:cE5:: :hg#3thg:go:!e:?u miss any.
84.    Did your  attitude  toward  responsibility for others
change?
a®
b.
C,
I  learned  that  I  must  also  help  others.
¥¢::,]b££:#S€h¥:u±%r=sC:::±8::=£:;€u:::13t8£L=€.
counts®
I  thought  that  I  should be  more  responsible  for
others ,
You  had  to  be  careful not  to  hnrt  other peoplels
feelings  by  what  you  say  or  do.
I wanted  to  help  others  when  I  understood  something
I hadn,t.
People ,always  depend  on  us  and  we  must  be  dependable
if  we  want  to  depend  on  others.
h.    I learned that  responsibility for others  is very
important.
i.    If  someone  needed  help,  I tried  to  give  it  to  him.
j.    Yes,  I  learned  that  we  could help  each  other in
things  in  chess  discussions.
k.    I  think  older  ones  should  look after  the  kids.
:;  E::;-i:::!::::o!:::in::t:Z::i:e::i3::::io:::y
and  to  respect  them.
o.    res,  I  could  work  without  everyone  telling  me  to.
:eE%:¥a#£ :€£*8. Le:€n±:°b::tr€:Pig:Li£1inf ::h:::-
I,
instead  of  learning  the  hard way  afterward.
Yes,  I  have  learned  to  like  some  people  better.
I waited  to  help  others  if  I  could.    It  made me
I eel  good.
We  should be  responsible  for  other people  as  well
as  ourselves.
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85. Do you have wider interests today because of the work
on attitudes?
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
;f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
Yes, there are many more things for me to be in­
terested in. 
I think that on account of attitudes I have more 
interests and these interests are very important 
in my life now and in the future. 
Yes, because of the work done on my attitudes 
during the 8th grade. I am interested in the 
attitudes of others, especially those in lower 
grades. 
I have more interest in music and in art. I learned 
a great deal about classical music and I have grown 
to love it. 
Yes, because I wanted what I deserved. 
I have wider interests in music because we had 
music appreciation and I enjoyed and still enjoy 
open-minded thinking and conversations. 
I developed an interest in the abstract phases 
of life: (1) moral character, (2) responsibility, 
(3) religion, (4) philosophy, etc.
By having a better attitude, I am able to get along 
with people and enjoy life more. 
I want to know more about different fields. 
I think my work in the eighth grade, most of all, 
made me think. Now I realize how much it really 
meant to me. It has made me have wider interests, 
because I developed them then. 
I think the work on attitudes has helped me a lot 
and made things more interesting. 
Because I want to have a better attitude toward 
people. 
Yes, because attitudes cover a large field. 
Attitudes ma.de me understand that the world is a 
great storehouse of knowledge, ready to be learned. 
I learned to try things before I decided I didn't 
like them. 
91. Was your attitude toward learning any particular
subject improved in your eighth grade?
a. I learned to like history more.
b. I learned to improve myself and take responsibility
and take care of things.
c. I took more interest in some subjects than I had
befor e.
d,
e,
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in the  8th you  told me  I had  an awful  handwriting;
now all  the  teachers  think  I  have  a  nice  hand-
writing,  and  if you hadnlt  told me  I  would  have
never  improved.
Science--I  found it  to be  interesting.
In  English  the  way we  learned to  have  English  made
me  practically  enjoy  it.
I  became  more  interested  in  history  and  mach  than
I  had  ever  been before.
English--I used to hate  it,  but  I  learned  to  like
it®
I learned  to  enjoy  history  better.
fry  interest  in English  was  greatly  improved  because
ny  teacher  helped  me  understand  what  I  didnlt  know.k.    I  learned to  love "sic  and  art.
::   ¥::di::.:Eel::¥:d[t:eaalp5¥e8=:Sethmo:o::  books  than
I did before.
n.    English  and  science--I  never  liked  ei.tier  subject
until  the  eighth  grade.    I  canlt  explain in what
Way.
o.    Spelling.    Spelling  is  impoutant  to  life.    It  could
cause you to  fail  a  test.
p.    Science--a  desire  to  know what  the  scientists  donli;
know,
q.    res,  algebra  in  the  8th helped me  in  the  9th.
u.
!::: Fd:t#tu!!k:a:a::r!|£Eogu6ject,  but now |'ve
taken  it  every year  in high  school  so  far--mach.
Ei::3g;?a:au=:r?i:i:mTyps::so:I#:yg.I:E:::efi:::#f.
made  me  more  aware  Of  oar  nation's  history.
Answers  from  the  ff class  of  196311
to  Open-End -Questions
Did the  discussions  in  class  help  you  to  take  a  greater
interest  in  improving yourself ?
a.    I  lea.I.ned  why  you  should  improve  yourself .
b.    Yes,  about  using  bad  language  and  things  like  that.
c.    Because  I want  to  be  something  importarfe  when  I
grow  uP.
d.    After  knowing more  abont  it,  it  makes  me  want  to
learn  even more  about  it.
e.    We  all  discussed  it  together  aLnd  said  what  we  want-
ed  to,
I .    The  discussions  made  me  feel  like  I  should  do  this
h.
k.
for the  welfare  of  thers  as  well  as lnyself .
It  made  me  take  pride  in  my  work.
Bfade  me  realize  I- needed  to  have  more  ambition.
Y;£3'a±E ¥£:±gew¥;£?  to  know how  and try  something
Yes,  beca.Else  it  is  more  interesting  and  helps  you
want  to  know.
It  made  it  more  interesting.
51.    I)id your  attitude  toward  music  and  art  change?
8:    ¥e:al:ytgei:E:n8ogfrf e#:¥?  them.
8:    i i:::::a :3  i±E: ::dm%:%r£:::::e±=.learned  something
about  it,
e.    Yes,  because  I  did  not  have  time  for  it  and  was  not
intel`ested.
f.    Yes,  because  we  put  up  bulletin  boards  on  them.
9.    Yes,  I  learned  thaLt  music  and  art  were  fun,  and
i::: ?::hi:a:r:F::3sm:!:gs::Ii: ;:ut:: ;::t:::: '
too.
h.    It  made  me  more  interested  in art  and  the  instru-
menta.1  music.
i.    I  learned  to  appreciate  them nor.e.
±:   ¥eg:g:: ¥:SL€±:f:Eeftfetter.
77.    Did your  attitude  toward  school  as  an  instution  change?
a.    Ilve  starT®ed  wor`king  for  the  learning,  not  the
grades.
b.    I learned  to  appreciate  it  more.
C,
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res,  it  did  not  seem  like  a  prison.
I began to  feel  that  school  was  necessary  in  life
fop all,
84.    Did your  attitude  toward  responsibility  for  others
change?
a.     It  helped  me  to  know  more  about  people.     I  think
this  attittrde  is  important.
b.     I  thought  more  of  them.
c.    I  learned  to  respect  them.
d.    Helping  others--co-operating.
e.    Everyone  should  accept  such  responsibility.
f,.    It  helped me  to  look  out  for  others.
9.    I  wanted  to  be  respected  and liked,  but  I  like
h.    :V:hryoEi8yfe careful  not  to  do  anything  that  would
harm  others.
i.    I  learned to  look  after  them.
91.    Was  yotir  attitude  towaLrd  learning  any  particular  subject
improved  in your  eighth  grade?
a.    fry  attitude  toward  arithme'tic  has  changed  because
it  is  important.
b.     History--I wanted  to  know  more  abou.t  my  state.
c.    History--I  didnlt  like  it  before.
d.    I  wanted  to  learn  more  history.
e.    I  leaned  to  appreciate  math more.
f .    Science,  because  it  got  to  where  I  could  under-
stand  it.
k.
1.
I:a¥£:dL%:e|iE:ta:±€h::€Ec?ew  days  of  school  I
English.    It  is  a very  important  subject.    I  should
±::¥  g:¥e::e:pe±kfe:=€ , m%:g  rn±::e±3e&eE:e:;fence
and  all  the  sciences.
History.     It  was  about  North  Carolina  and  was  very
interesting.    It was  the  first  year  I liked history.
I  learned  to  like  science  and  English.
History  was  more  interesting.
